Ms. Anne Richard
Asst Secretary of State for Population, Refugees and Migration
US State Department
Washington, DC

May 6, 2013

Re. Federal Register Public Notice 8241:
Public Meeting on FY 2014 U.S. Refugee Admissions Program

Dear Ms. Richard;
The Refugee Act of 1980 no longer serves its original purpose. It has caused cultural, demographic and
security disasters of a type unforeseen when it was first passed into law 30 years ago. As administered
through the Office of Refugee Resettlement this program has degenerated into a corrupt and self
serving network of federal contractors exploiting every loophole for financial gain. In light of what is
now known about its security defects, cost accounting cover ups, and the devastation which it brings
American communities this program must be brought to an immediate end. Rather than serving
America it kills Americans on their own streets. With almost daily frequency we see people from
primitive, hostile cultures use this program to exploit our welfare system, engage in immigration fraud
and, finally, launch murderous rampages against us.
The recent bombings in Boston by Chechen refugee-asylum seekers is only unique in that the terrorists
finally got through. There have been 30 terror attacks foiled at the last minute since 9-11 all of them
involved some form of legal immigration fraud . Hundreds more plots lurk unknown. At the Boston
marathon they got through, they will get through again and again. While terrorists become more
cunning Americans are at the upper limits of what they can endure in the form of additional
surveillance, airport strip searches, phone taps, media cover-ups and official DHS reports labeling white
American male veterans as the number one security threat.
In the New America, which mass immigration has brought us, Old Americans now fear going to any
public gathering. They fear standing in a crowd to watch the 4th of July fireworks, standing on the curb to
watching the Rose Bowl Parade, getting in a subway, getting aboard an airplane, sitting in a cafe with an
abandoned backpack. This is what mass immigration from alien cultures has brought us. This is what
Celebrating Diversity really means. The fatal flaw in Refugee Resettlement is that it unites near the
criminal naiveté of multicultural utopianism with the free flow of federal money. Finally most fatally
this program exists inside an administration that revels in the destructive/revolutionary potential mass
immigration brings.
The first and most obvious flaw in the program is succinctly described in the Government Accounting
Office (GAO) own report of 2012.
“funding for affiliates (meaning refugee contractors - db) is based on the number of
refugees they serve, so they have an incentive to maintain or increase the number of
refugees they resettle each year rather than allowing the number to decrease.”
("Refugee Resettlement Greater Consultation with Community Stakeholders Could
Strengthen Program" GAO-12-729, Jul 25, 2012)
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Once the opportunity to make money from the Federal Government was discovered, and a path
provided to enter the USA for economic advantage every means has been used to game the system, to
extend or distort its definitions, to expand its scope, to evade its requirements, and above all to deny
and whitewash the unbelievable damage this program has done. Whole populations abroad have now
learned how to present themselves to fit the "refugee" profile in order to migrate to America and enter
the welfare system. The U.N. and the refugee contractors are eager increase the flow of refugees and
increase the flow of funding. Contractors who stand to gain so much financially, locate, promote and
coach candidates on how to achieve refugee status. Whole strata of humanity are groomed in order to
achieve victimhood and refugee status. Artificial categories, such as "women" or "LGBT" become
refugees. And each aptly learns to tell tear jerking stories that will get them what they want. Afghan
women become refugee candidates and the fact that they are Muslims, and bring the religion they are
fleeing with them is conveniently forgotten. And so the program expands by the year. Every year it
becomes slicker, more self serving, more self promoting, better paid, and more impregnable to criticism.
One way to see how corrupt this system has become is that along with faux refugees it has created an
entire charity-bureaucrat class which has learned to talk the talk as the way to wealth and power . A
representative of this type is David Miliband, the new head of the second largest federal refugee
contracting firm, The International Rescue Committee. David Miliband was Tony Blair's Foreign
Secretary, and the Labour Party Policy Director, a son of an English Communist, and a grandson of a Red
Army commander who dismantled his native Poland in the cause of International Socialism. It might be
said that destroying nation-states is the Miliband family industry. Beginning in 1997 David Miliband
engineered the importation of 4.4 million Muslims into England, he allowed the building of 1600
mosques across England. He turned London into a non-native, non English, non Christian majority city
after 2000 years of existence. As was later admitted Miliband knew that the asylum seekers were frauds
but they wanted mass immigration as weapon to destroy their political enemies. This is the reality of
mass immigration. It is a weapon. What happened in England is happening here. Immigration has
nothing of its original qualities. Today it is a genocidal weapon used by a political class against its own
people. Miliband and his party left office in 2010 with a 11% approval rating. Today England is a smoking
ruin of debt, denial, race riots, resentment and exploded double-decker buses.
David Miliband should be under indictment and never allowed into this country. Instead he now sits at
the head of the IRC with a salary of $400,000 a year and plans to do to the US what he did to England.
And when he gets to work his chief tool will be the Office of Refugee Resettlement. Charity as it exists
partnered with the US Government is a massive front for power seeking and profit making. That refugee
racketeers contribute their own funds is a lie. The average "charity" gets 90% of the money for refugee
resettlement from the Federal Government. If the money ended their "charity" would end
immediately. The reality of immigration in the year 2013 is that it is a political tool, as well as a
gigantic money and influence gathering engine. Driving it forward is a anti American cadre of wealthy,
supremely cunning globalists who gain power and wealth from the chaos they create. Like Tony Blair
who has earned $20,000,000 as a consultant since leaving office this class of operators travels the world
offering solutions for to the nightmares they did so much to create. And all for a fee, of course.
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As with fake refugees, fake charities, there is a fake front of concern for the host country. The final
feature of this corrupt system is that no real participation of the American people is permitted. The
American public is unaware this program exists. They stare astonished by what is happening to the
towns they grew up in, yet have no idea how it is happening. When these same Americans speak up in
anger and protest they are shouted down with cries of "racism" and "xenophobe". As for the more
strongly opinionated, or those unhinged by this insanity, prosecution and jail awaits under new
especially created "hate laws". This is how the American taxpayer fits into the noble humanitarian
business of Refugee Resettlement. All of which he is paying for.
The Refugee Act of 1980 is flawed in ways that cannot be corrected by amendments or reform because
the Refugee Act of 1980 like the Immigration Act of 1965 before it was based on a world that no longer
exists. Thirty years ago the belief was that small populations would enter traditional America and be
assimilated. The America of 1980 is gone. Multiculturalism destroyed it. Under the impact of 35 million
legal and 25-40 million illegal immigrants America today no longer has a coherent culture, shared
language, common history. Places like Minneapolis, Gatlinburg, Omaha, Lewiston ME all are burdened
with tribal ghettos; dysfunctional, and ever in need of assistance and “compassion”
The Refugee Act of 1980 rested on the ideal of assimilation. But in 2013 assimilation has been rejected.
Rather than judging and rejecting immigrants on the basis of the capacity to assimilate both natives and
immigrants have been instructed by the Professional Left to believe such demands are 'racist,
xenophobic, sexist, colonialist'.
A recent Hudson Institute survey finds that 67% of new immigrants do not believe that the US
Constitution should hold sway over "international law". This same study shows 65% of new
immigrants feel primary allegiance to their tribal/ethnic culture not to America. Mass immigration has
disintegrated all possibility of consensus. For new immigrants America is now little more than a
geographic location and a welfare system. Those promoting Multiculturalism were willfully, criminally
naive. They followed an impossible fantasy based on a never-never land of utopian universalism. A
world of abstract unreality where everyone is equal, all cultures are interchangeable and compatible,
and no crippling dysfunction exists. Except, of course, racism, which burdens all white men. Those that
ask whether Inclusion can ever be the ruling principle of any organization, who point out that no
organization can last when the admittance of everyone regardless of aptitude or talent is the goal, these
simple minded fools who once called themselves realists are predictably savaged as “racist”
Today the MultiCult project is a suffocating nightmarish failure that has destroyed everything it touched.
Instead of arriving at its utopian ideal MultiCult succeeded only in destroying the practical functioning of
a very real place: A medium size European-American Republic which succeeded precisely because it is
predicated upon open rational debate within the framework of a shared culture shared religion, shared
language. Today Old Constitutional Republic has been replaced by a teeming, bankrupt and
ungovernable slum ruled by the invisible powers of the mass media, and lobbyists. The Federal Judiciary
and academia has dedicated itself to enforcing this fantasy as the law of the land forgetting that
fantasies don’t really exist in the first place. Under this new cultural reality the goals and ideals
underlying the Refugee Act of 1980 are not possible. Instead of assimilation and Americanism, refugee
admissions are valued and promoted precisely because for its destructive potential
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Another unspoken assumption of the Refugee Act of 1980 was that America's immigration policy would
be under the guidance of basically patriotic leaders committed to upholding its laws and preserving the
country. Millions of Americans now realize that those running the government have no interest in
upholding the nation's laws, especially if they get in the way of a possible future election victories or if a
law blocks the implementation of revolutionary ideology. Thus borders are held wide open despite tens
of thousands of murders , mass importation of third world poverty is celebrated despite mass
unemployment of native Americans. Voter fraud is engineered, deportations are blocked and the fact
hidden, the abrogation of the Bill of Rights is seen as necessary expedient. Law enforcement training is
purged of anything truthful about Islam, while the notorious SPLC gives closed circuit TV seminars on
white supremacy to Department of Justice employees sitting at their desks. Millions of visa violators and
illegal aliens are white washed out of existence, but the Department of Justice's and Department of
Homeland Security's hunt for white racists never ends. Meanwhile Pakistanis set bombs in Times
Square, Palestinians stab people to death atop the Empire State Building, Nigerians try to blow up
airplanes over Detroit, Chechens blow the legs off spectators at the Boston Marathon, Somalians wait
smiling for bombs to go off at Portland Christmas ceremonies, and Sharia -mandated wife beheadings in
Buffalo N.Y. are reported as domestic arguments.
Every day the horror grows and the official lying increases. More unflinching observers realize that
simple neglect cannot explain it all. It is openly malevolent in design and intent. Fortunately such
conclusions do not require conspiracy theory. It is the openly stated goal of this Administration that
America must be fundamentally changed. There is something fundamentally wrong and it must go.
Toward this goal the immigration system including Refugee Resettlement and asylum has become the
weapon of choice. The mantra of “we are a nation of immigrants" serves the purpose nicely because
taken to an idiot-extreme it achieves the revolutionary goal of rendering all previous American history
and culture irrelevant.
As with Pol Pot, the New America will begin with the Year One. European majority demographics,
private ownership, small government, western based republican ideals, English, Christianity we are told
were just coincidental to America. America exists as nothing but a proposition glad to be put to any use.
As we strip away the facts of American history, we ask what can be left, and find only “Hope and
Change”. Incredibly the popular mind has been brought to agree to all this. The successful 30 year
campaign to get the American public to accept as a substitute for the Old Republic, the meaningless
platitudes of leftist ideology represents the greatest propaganda coup in human history.
This war against traditional America is the unforeseen context within which the Refugee Act of 1980
now exists. It is this context which has turned a once small, modest humanitarian project into a weapon
of mass destruction. This weapon must be taken away from those that wield it. Those of us who hate
what is going on, especially the massive organized lying are obligated to end such things. The Refugee
Act of 1980 and the Office of Refugee Resettlement must be seen in the context of 2013. The program
must be exposed and brought to an end.
Yours
Edward Hunter
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